A Letter to the Editor on Abortion A letter to the editor: "Dear Decaturish Thinking Critically About Abortion" https://decaturish.com/2019/03/dear-decaturish-thinking-critically-about-abortion/ THINKING CRITICALLY ABOUT ABORTION By Nathan Nobis, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy at Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA. I'm a philosophy professor who specializes in medical ethics and I teach and write about the ethics of abortion. So, I am very familiar with the medical, legal and – most importantly – ethical or moral issues related to HB 481, the so-called "heartbeat bill" that would effectively ban abortion in Georgia. At least hundreds of other philosophy, ethics and law professors in Georgia teach these ethical debates about abortion: they are also, to varying degrees, experts on the issues. What is taught is the arguments about the ethics of abortion, that is, the reasons to think that abortion is wrong and the reasons to think that it's not wrong. Evaluating these arguments requires understanding and skill. Much of these skills amount to consistently asking 'What do you mean?' and 'Why think that?' We need better arguments on these issues, and asking and answering these questions helps with that. To begin, people often ask "When does life begin?" But what do you mean 'life'? Bacteria, mold, mosquitoes and carrots are all 'life' – they are alive – but they are not at all wrong to kill. Just because something is alive or life doesn't mean it's wrong to kill. To answer the question though, since a living sperm unites fertilizes a living egg, the answer is that life, or a living organism, begins at conception. But, again, that there is life does not mean, or even suggest, that that life is wrong to end: it depends on what, or who, is living. 2 These remarks presume that abortion involves killing, which troubles some people: some prochoice advocates think this would mean that abortion is wrong, with anti-choice advocates often agreeing with them. But, again, what do you mean 'killing'? Since the woman or girl considering abortion does not want a living baby, she's considering doing something to the growing fetus to prevent that. But that fetus is living: it's not dead and is not some inert matter. And making something living not living is killing that thing. But, again, not all killing is wrong: much killing is uncontroversially not wrong, like the killing of microorganisms and fleas and plants. So just because there is killing doesn't mean or even suggest that what's done is wrong. 'But this is killing something human!' some respond. What do you mean 'human'? This might mean 'biologically human,' like having human DNA. But a blob of random living biologically human cells or tissues, in a petri dish, isn't wrong to kill. And if there were somehow an independently beating human heart, disconnected from anyone, it wouldn't be inherently wrong to stop that heart. So, again, just because something is biologically human doesn't make it wrong to kill. 'But this is killing a human being! And it's wrong to kill human beings!' Now we have an argument that requires some deeper thinking. It is often wrong to kill human beings, but we can still seek to understand by asking 'why think that?' Why is it wrong to kill us? It's not just because we are alive or biologically human, as we've seen. Some propose that killing us is wrong because we will miss out on the goods of our futures – our friends and family, our accomplishments, good experiences – which we are currently looking forward to. This explanation is often understood in terms of us being persons, beings that are conscious and aware, with thoughts, feelings and personalities. This explanation of why killing is wrong (and so who or what is wrong to kill), however, doesn't apply to fetuses, especially at early stages. Facts matter for morality. Fetuses haven't developed the brains and nervous systems necessary for being conscious with thoughts and feelings. They cannot, in any way, be aware of their futures: they aren't aware at all, yet. Early fetuses are not 'like us' in arguably important ways. Given this, some argue, with reflective reasons, that abortion – especially early in pregnancy – is not wrong. 3 Whether this argument is sound or not is less important than being engaged in the process of understanding and thinking critically about the issues. We are trying to explain why our views might be correct. And most importantly, since we might be mistaken in our moral arguments, we are open to learning more and improving our views, in light of better arguments. Currently, lawmakers seem to have little interest in this intellectual and moral engagement. But important decisions require deep understanding and knowledge of the relevant facts and arguments. Disrespecting this requirement is not just unwise and imprudent, but just wrong. Most philosophy, ethics, law and critical thinking instructors would be happy to share their understanding and skills to help anyone think more productively about these issues. It's our educational, civic and moral duty: we're here to help. And, although I can only speak for myself, given my trained understanding of these complex matters, it is clear that the lawmakers who developed and have supported HB 481, and the Governor, would greatly benefit from taking some of the many courses offered on the issues. See you in class, I hope! The views expressed on this editorial are the author's alone and do not reflect the views of his employer or anyone else.